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A number of physical aids to archaeology are at preaent being experimented
with and used in various parts of the world.
Examples are aerial photography (and,
for that matter, ordinary photography), electromagnetic metal detectors, detectors
of magnetism in rocks and soil, and resistivity surveying.
It is the last method
with which this article deals.
In resistivity surveying an electric current is made to flow between two points
at the surface of the ground, (a slowly oscillating (10-100 cycles per second) current
is used since a direct current produces, in the soil, effects similar to those which
occur in a storage battery and give rise to interfering voltages) and voltage is
measured between two other points at the surface (see diagram).
Electrical connecti on
with the ground is established by means of four electrodes (conductors of electric
current) pushed an inch or so into the ground.
The pattern of current is determined by the pnttern of underground electrical
resistnnce nenr the electrode system, and the resistance pattern should often be
cl osely related to the nrra ngeme nt of underground structures of archaeolog ical
intere s t.
Intimntely associnted with the current pattern is a pattern of voltage,
and the pnrt of this pattern which occurs at the a\lrface can be measured and plotted.
If we limit ourselves to making mensurements at the surface the results can be
amb iguous; different underground structures can give the same surface pattern of
voltage for a given electrode arrnngeoent.
The ambiguity can be minimised by mo"fing
the electrodes from place to place, and the most suitable way to move them depends
very much on local conditions.
An e lectrode arrangeme nt often used is to ho.ve the four electrodes equally
spaced in n strai ght line.
For a g iven current flowing between the two outer
electrode s , the voltage be tween the two inne r e l e ctrodes is mainly determined by
the underground structure within an o.p proximntely s emi- cylindrical region.
An end
of the semi-cylinder lies under ench of the inner electrodes, and the radius of the
cylinder is equnl to the disto.nce apart of those electrodes.
Measurements of
current, voltage and electrode spacing, now allow the average electrical resisti..,ity
of the ground within the semi-cylinder region to be calculated.
Mo"fing the electrodes around, enables the pattern of resi s tivity under the surface to be deduced.
If the centre of the conductor system is kept . in one place, but the electrode
spacing varied, the procedure is called resis~ivity sounding, and is appropriate
when inves~igating strata.
Oll the other hand, if the electrode spacing is kept
constant but the electrode system is mo"fed bodily, the procedure is called resistivity mapping, and is suitable for investigating structures which vary with lateral
position - such as the aides of filled-in pita.
A combination of the above procedures should yield much information about the
shape of underground structures, with little ambiguity.
At this point it should
be mentioned that structures of linear dimensions much smaller than the depth at
which they lie cannot be detected •
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Over the past year we have been developing equipment for use in resistivit7
surveying, and have mnde several field trials in the Wairarapa and Wellington
districts.
So far there bas been fairly good agreement between positions of ·~~ata
boundaries as deduced from resistivity measurements and from soil core samples.
Further de..,elopment of our equipment is required, particularly along lines which
will allow measurement• to be made more apeedily.
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Typica.l current nnd volta.ge pntLerns occurring when "resistivity
s urveying" a filled-in pit . Fill ma.terinl is here nssuuied to ha.ve
less electrical resistivity than the unde rlying mnterial.

A number of articles on resi stivity surveying nre a.vnilo.ble .
General accounts
of the subject (but with no particula.r reference to its use in archaeology) are given
in i::xplorntion Geophys ics by J. J. Jnkosky (Trija Publishing Co., California, 1950)
Chnpter V; a nd Geophysical Exp lorat ion by C. A. lleilaml (Prentice - Ha ll Inc., Ne w
York, 1940) Chapter 10.
An example of its use in New Zea.land in connection with a flood control scheme
is given i n nn article by T. llatherton in the New Zea.land Journal of Science a.nd
Technology, Vol. 38ll, No . s, (Sept . 19::17) p . 807 .
Account s of its use in a.rchneology are g iv en in Archaeology and its Problems
by S. J. de Lo.et (Phoenix House Ltd. 1 London, 1957) Cha.pter II; c.nd in nn article
by ll. W. Stirling aud others in J:::xpedition, Vol. 2 , No. 4 (l!lGO) p.19 ,
(lfe wi sh to thank llr If. Stent of lla.ste r ton for help in the initia.l sta.ges of tl1e
project.)
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